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Club sports 
frustrated over fields 
Mem,bers lam,ent lack of 
resources, places to practice 
Allison Daniel fields in relation to tailgating, be playing unsafely." 
their concern for club sports In regards to the use ofSports Editor 
was minimal." LoConte field for club sports, 
Now, club sports are Executive Director of Campus 
"They are turning reaching the time of year when Recreation Dave Frock 
our club sports field into a they begin their competitive disputed the claim, saying that 
practice soccer field, to no play. But, the field situation the LoConte field was always 
longer be used by any type of hasn't improved. intended to be shared between 
campus recreation." Certain fields that had club and intramural sports. 
For women's rugby club normally been used by club "The LoConte Family 
president Brianna McEwen sports, such as Jervey Meadows, Field was never designated to 
this was the culmination has been reassigned to Athletics be a club sport field. We do not 
of a problem which started in order to build two practice have enough inventory to ever 
during Clemson's most recent soccer fields and are no longer consider allocating a space toChelsea Clinton, vice chair ofClinton Foundation, visits Clemson fur Clinton campaign. 
football season. available for use. Due to the one program area," Frock said. 
On Oct. 3, 2015 the loss of fields, what time and The Tiger reached out 
Clemson Tigers played space is available has had to to the Athletic Department 
against Notre Dame during be split between club and regarding the issues club sports 
a torrential downpour, a intramural sports. have been facing, but receivedCHELSEA CLINTON 
product of Hurricane Joaquin. McEwen expressed no comment. 
A combination of the weather, frustration with Athletics, The club teams have 
tailgating and heavy foot and argued that club sports suffered negative consequences 
traffic left several of the should be given priority for as a result of lost field space. CAMPAIGNS IN CLEMSON fields destroyed. practices on LoConte Field, Many of the teams have not 
Many of these fields were which, as McEwen put it, "was had adequate time to prepare
Justin Lee Campbell College Democrats. rhe debate. used by club and intramural donated by the LoConte family for matches and some teams 
News Editor "Unfortunately, though, "It matters to me that 
+ 
sports to practice and play on, specifically for club sports." have even lost players because 
there was a misundersranding my mom is the candidate but after that weekend they However, the club sports of the situation. 
"I think this is the between the campaign and that consistently talks about were no longer safe to use. are now practicing on an old "The lacrosse team have 
most important election of the department, and the protecting a woman's right '.'Many of the fields had baseball field located at Old lost eight players specifically to 
my lifetime," said Chelsea campaign began advertising to choose," said Clinton. huge tire divots which made Stone Church in Clemson. This not being able to practice. They 
Clinton to a crowd of the Clemson event as "It matters to me that my them unsafe for us to use," area also does not have portable have personally donated from 
onlookers in Hendrix a 'Hillary for America' mom has been out-front said Mcewen. lights, meaning the teams must their parents about $20,000 to 
Stucj<,nt Center, _ campaign event." Burke­ supporting the Marriage That meant these teams practice at earlier hours, which the LoCote Field . . . and they 
were displaced and forced to excludes some of their players don't even get to use it." "This is the first Koskela said that state law Equality Act, and also , while 
either miss practice time or from participating due to Ultimately, McEwen feltpresidential election I will prohibits universities from she was secretary of state, 
vote in a and I affiliating with political work in less favorable, class conflicts. apathy from campus recreationas mom, she talked about equal rights than 
and potentially dangerous, The teams have also been regarding club sports. didn't know that I could care campaign events, so the for LGBT Americans around 
conditions. The teams forced to practice on fields that "I think [Campus Rec.]anymore about the political Clemson College Democrats the world but also for non­
understood that this wasn't are not designed for their sports. don't know [that) we care ... 
process and who runs for stepped in to sponsor Americans around the 
something that could be McEwen also pointed out that [Campus Rec.] will make a
office and who holds office Clinton's appearance. world." She said chat voting helped, plus it was football one of the pieces of equipment huge ruckus if intramurals is 
until I became a mom." 'Tm going to sit, rights still remain a relevant season so they were more than they need to practice on is still cancelled .. . we pay a lot of 
Chelsea Clinton, and please know that I'm issue in "a time of increased happy to take a back seat at located on a field now closed money to be on these clubs and 
daughter of former U .S. sitting just because I'm voter suppression." that time. However, McEwen ro use. The piece is roo large we give a lot of time and a lot of 
president Bill Clinton, pregnant," said Clinton to Clinton also discussed noted that, "[The University] to move and without adequate effort and it's very insulting to 
campaigned in Clemson this laughter. "And it's not at all a healthcare, mentioned her expressed concern for the use of time ro practice on it, "we will be treated this way." 
past Saturday for her mother reflection of my enthusiasm mother Hillary Clinton's 
Hillary Clinton. or gratitude for being with failed efforts to pass 
Hillary Clinton, former all of you." Seated on a universal healthcare as first 
U.S. secretary of state and wooden stool between the lady. She highlighted her 
First Lady, is a current U .S. and South Carolina mother's perserverance 
Democratic presidential flags, Clinton spoke about on the issue, continuing 
hopeful. Entitled "A the issues chat she considers her advocation until she 
Conversation with Chelsea," most important in the 2016 successfully passed the State 
the event was originally presidential election. Children's Health Insurance 
supposed to be sponsored "The next president will Program (SCHIP). She also 
by Clemson University's appoint up to three justices said that her mother wants to 
Program in Women's in the Supreme Court," capitalize on what she called 
Leadership. said Clinton. Saying that the success of Obamacare . 
"The initial invitation the debate about the Court "If we open chis debate 
under the Women's often focuses too narrowly [about healthcare) again, I 
Leadership Department was on campaign finance worry that we will risk all 
extended as an opportunity reform, she listed women's the progress chat President 
for Chelsea Clinton to speak reproductive rights, equality Obama has made with 
about women in leadership," for the LGBT community the Affordable Care Ace," 
said Bria Burke-Koskela, and voting rights as said Clinton. 
president of Clemson issues that also belong in After talking for roughly 
The Upper Intramural fields were closed following the Notre Dame game on Oct. 3.See CLINTON onA2 
Puti·tzer Prize winner to attendLit. Fest 
Kristina Toney John Pursley, a Lecturer in the books of poetry, prose and essays humanities-focused events like year of working with the majors; especially science and 
Contributor English department and one including The Lunatic, Memory the festival hold great power festival. "Clemson University technology majors who don't 
of the festival's co-directors Piano and Fly in My Soup. and purpose within the largely is in desperate need of a safe get to explore a huge breadth 
On Thursday, April alongside Professor Nie Brown, His reading will serve as science and engineering-focused environment that champions of writing in their coursework. 
7th, Clemson University will believes that Simic's presence at the headline event for this year's Clemson culrure. "The festival diversity of opinion, diversity I really hope, in future, that 
welcome Pulitzer Prize winning the festival is in keeping with festival, which will also feature bridges the gap between our of experience and diversity of Clemson will improve the 
poet Charles Simic. the prestigious tradition set by numerous readings and panels students, our community and creative expression. The Clemson funding for the Literary Festival 
Simic will be the fearured author past festivals. These festivals have with writers oflocal and national the larger world ofcontemporary Literary Festival is a powerful as part of broader initiatives like 
of Clemson's Ninth Annual sought to expose the Clemson acclaim, student and faculty literarure. No other event in the tool, one that gives voice to those Writing Across the Curriculum, 
Llterary Festival, a student community to a diverse readings and an open mic event region provides the opportunity who have something to say," as it has the potential to be 
organized and run event, which sampling of literary styles and aimed at continuing the goal of to 1) learn about literarure from stated McEwen. a valuable meeting point for 
brings together prominent points of view. celebrating the literary arts and the · producers of literature, 2) Senior English major students of all majors and 
authors and poets from across Indeed, Simic, born in strengthening that community introduce students and the Hannah Soblo, also in her backgrounds, as well as other 
the nation. Belgrade, Yugoslavia in 1938, in the Clemson area. public to potential career paths second year of working Clemson community members, 
Since its inception as a is poised to bring a poignant The festival will take place as writers/editors/publishers and with the festival, shares this to converse while enjoying 
Creative Inquiry course taught historical and international voice ' from Wednesday, April 6th 3) engage in discussions of why sentiment. She believes that the excellent fiction, poetry, and 
by creative writing Professors to the festival. In 1990 he won through Friday, April 8th at writing and reading matters in Literary Festival "is immensely creative nonfiction." 
Keith Morris and Dr. Wayne the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry and various locations on Clemson's the 21st century," stated Pursley. important at Clemson because More information 
Chapman in 2007, the Clemson became the 15th Poet Laureate campus and in the surrounding It is this passion for creating the humanities are undervalued, on the festival's full 
Llterary festival has hosted of the United States in 2007. In community, making it easily and . maintaining the artistic bur still an important part of schedule of events may be 
acclaimed writc,rs including 2011, Simic was awarded the accessible to all. community at Clemson that everyone's education. Creativity, found on the festival's official 
former Poet Laureate Natasha Frost Medal from the Poetry The student and faculty drives student organizer and community involvement, and website (http://www.clemson. 
Trethewey and Pulitzer Prize Society of America. He is the organizers of the Clemson senior English major Miriam the spread of ideas through edu/litfest), Twitter and 
winning novelist Adam Johnson. author of over sixty acclaimed Literary Festival believe that McEwen, now in her second literarure are valuable to all Facebook accounts. 
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Cle1nson professors discuss SCpri1naries 
Political science experts talk state's place in Presidential noms. 
Charlotte Long "South Carolina is a red Trump is still in the lead 
Contributor state, meaning it votes with 36.4%, and Ted Cruz 
Republican, as it has in every now following behind with 
Primary voting in South presidential election since 20% of voting Republicans. 
Carolina is close at hand. 1976. It will do so again The Democratic 
Republican primaries are in 2016." poll chart placed Hillary 
held February 20th, and the Woodard is the author Clinton, 50.4%, in the lead 
Democratic primaries will of 12 books and is also with Bernie Sanders, 
follow on February 27th. a Republican political 36.6%, behind. 
The prediction and consultant and director of Dr. Laura Olson, 
polling of the state in the the Palmetto Poll. another political science 
coming weeks prior to the A university-based poll professor at Clemson 
primary voting is a vital used to gauge the voting University, explained the 
part of the campaigning outcomes of the South weight of the South Carolina 
process and is used by Carolina primaries, the primaries, and how they are 
media outlets to gauge the Palmetto Poll was begun in viewed on a national scale, 
possible outcomes. 2000 by Woodard and Dr. saying that "It's entirely 
At Clemson, political Bruce Ransom. unclear who will emerge as 
science professor, Dr. The most recent poll, the nominee on either side 
David Woodard, notes conducted Oct. 23, 2015, at this early stage of the 
the importance of the placed Donald Trump in game (as is typically the case 
South Carolina primaries the lead with 23% a:nd Ben early in the primary season 
in determining who will Carson closely behind with unless a sitting president is 
become the party nominee. 19% of voting Republicans. running unopposed). Thus 
"Through 6 presidential However, 15% declared all of the candidates pay a 
preference primaries in the themselves undecided, great deal of attention to SC 
GOP between 1980 and which prevented more votes, and the media flock 
2008, SC picked the party concrete predictions. here en masse to cover the 
nominee each time and three Huffington Post whole thing." 
were elected president" said released an updated poll When asked which 
Dr. Woodard. He added, chart on Jan, 28, 2016. campaign issues are usually 
more important to SC year seem most concerned the primaries has closed, 
votes, as well as Clemson about immigration, jobs/ but those wishing to 
votes, Dr. Olson said that, the economy, healthcare, participate in the general 
"It depends on the and national security/ election will be able to 
individual voter, but in foreign policy." register until thirty days 
the aggregate, voters this Voting registration for prior to the election. 
Dr. Woodard (right) has directed the Palmetto Poll since 2000, alongside Dr. Ransom. 
CLINTON from page Al 
10 minutes, Clinton opened 
the floor to questions. 
The first question 
focused on the money 
invested in the Clinton 
campaign by Wall Street 
donors, and questioned if 
former New York senator 
Hillary Clinton will be 
affected by Wall Street 
special interests. 
Clinton responded by 
saying that her mother's 
plan for Wall Street, which 
includes regulations for 
mortage companies and 
insurance firms, is tougher 
than her Democratic 
opponent Senator Bernie 
Sanders' plan. This will, 
Clinton claimed, prevent the 
next financial crash instead 
of only addressing the one of 
2008. Other questions were 
about maternal healthcare, 
equal gender representation 
in political office, national 
defense, immigration reform 
and sexual assault. 
"I think we have a lot 
to do because campus sexual 
assault is an epidemic in 
our country," said Clinton. 
She said that in addition to 
working to prevent sexual 
assault, universities must 
"create more hospitable 
environments so that 
people feel comfortable 
coming forward." 
Clinton advocated 
for anonymous reporting 
processes and individual-
and community-based 
treatment for victims of 
sexual assault. 
Her mother's plan 
to combat campus 
sexual assault involves 
support for survivors, fair 
disciplinary hearings and 
sexual violence prevention 
education. 
"I am · clearly a very 
proud daughter," said 
Chelsea Clinton. "But 
I'm supporting my mom 
now mainly as a mom 
myself because whomever 
we elect to be our next 
president will play such a 
fundamentally important 
role in shaping the world 
that my children will grow 
up in, in the country they 
grow up in." 
Dylan Thorp 
Contributor 
It's mid-February. The 
bright fast food signs, the 
inviting hum of the vending 
machine and the delectably 
greasy aroma emanating from 
the Canteen are giving you 
second thoughts about your 
New Year's resolution to eat 
healthier. Or maybe you've 
already thrown in the towel 
this year. 
Why is avoiding junk 
food so difficult? 
It might be larger 
than an issue of willpower; 
neuroscientists at Aalto 
University in Finland believe 
you can actually be addicted 
to junk food. 
A recent study showed 
that the brains of obese 
people had far fewer µ-opioid 
receptors than did the brains 
of normal-weight people. 
µ-opioid receptors are on 
neurons (brain cells) and are 
responsible for that intense 
rush of pleasure you feel 
when you have sex, shoot 
up heroin or bite into a 
hamburger. All of these 
gratifications activate the same 
neurophysiological circuits. 
The study, published in 
the Journal of Neuroscience, 
concluded that, in terms 
of addiction, junk food 
can be just as dangerous as 
hard drugs. 
Unfortunately, the 
human brain is wired to 
register a high level of reward 
when we ingest food with high 
· fat or sugar content because 
of those elements' extreme 
scarcity in the natural world. 
Junk food is particularly 
treacherous because the 
calorie-dense ingredients our 
palates crave are now available 
in limitless quantities - from 
the vending machine in your 
apartment building to the 
drive-thrus on every corner. 
We overdose on burgers, 
ice cream and Coke because 
we haven't yet adapted to the 
fast food industry's scientific 
quest to make us eat more of 
their products. 
Modern food technology 
and the ubiquity of addictive 
foods have essentially 
"hijacked" our pleasure 
circuits. Fast food and soda 
corporations employ scientists 
to manipulate ingredients into 
unnaturally tasty, colorful, 
long-lasting products. In this 
way, this $200 billion-per­
year industry exploits our 
evolutionary hardwiring for 
a staggering profit. But at 
what cost? 
In a pattern consistent 
with the scientific literature 
on substance addiction, 
the threshold of gustatory 
pleasure depends on 
the person's exposure to 
addictive foods. 
Just like drugs and 
alcohol, junk food can wear 
our the pleasure circuitry 
in the brain, requiring 
more and more to reach the 
same level of reward. This 
vicious cycle is responsible 
for junk food addiction and 
its ugly consequences: the 
epidemic proportions obesity, 
heart disease and Type 2 
diabetes have reached in 
the United States and other 
"Westernized" countries. 
But you have the power 
to change your eating habits. 
They are just that -
habits. Habits can be broken 
if you place your long-term 
health above the ferocity with 
which you want to inhale 
that pile of cheese fries, or 
Doritos, or whatever your vice 
is. Once you understand the 
biology behind your cravings, 
it's easier to hold yourself 
accountable for what you 
put in your mouth. In fact, 
the "Eat Well With Clemson 
Home" campaign is giving 50 
free Paw Points to students for 
participating in a few Eat Well 
events at the dining halls. For 
more information, visit any 
Clemson dining location for 
a flyer. 
Clemson sees 
rise in applications 
Tessa Schwarze 
Smior StajfWriter 
Clemson University has 
already received over 22,000 
applications for prospective 
students, and the number is 
only increasing. 
Admissions Director 
Robert Barkley and Associate 
Vice President for Enrollment 
Management Chuck Knepfle 
both predict that the 
university will end up with 
around 23,400 applicants, 
a number that drastically 
overshadows last year's record 
of22,396. 
"In my opinion, the 
factors behind Clemson's 
appeal have been the same 
over the past 15 years," said 
Executive Vice President for 
Academic Affairs and Provost 
Bob Jones. "Strong academic 
reputation, reasonable cost 
that is low compared to other 
institutions with the same 
reputations, and the attractive 
environment, which includes 
a desirable location, a 
beautiful campus, and 
strong athletics." 
Jones also added that 
he believes the steady 
increases in academic 
reputation and success of our 
athletic program have been 
particularly important factors 
in the past five years. 
The university's athletic 
success was commercialized 
this past football season, 
with an undefeated season 
until the loss at the national 
title. Knepfle admits that 
the national title run most 
likely spurred some interest 
in applicants, but the football 
does not deserve all the credit. 
"We give a lot of credit 
to our sports teams' successes, 
but not just this year," 
Knepfle said. Other sports 
teams at Clemson that have 
shown national rankings 
are men's golf, women's 
tennis and both men's and 
women~s soccer. 
To accommodate new 
students, the university has 
been constructing "Core 
Campus." The new project 
will sit between Death Valley 
and Tillman Hall. Including 
a new 900-seat dining hall 
that will replace Harcombe 
Hall, 5,000 square feet of 
meeting and academic space 
as well as retail space, There 
will also be 700 new beds to 
lodge freshman. 
Student Affairs Vice 
President Doug Hallenbeck 
reports that the new space 
will be completed by August, 
just in time for the new 
students, saying: 
"Recent rains haven't 
appreciably delayed crews 
from enclosing the building 
and starting work on the red 
brick fac;:ade." 
He also commented that 
these construction projects 
may correlate with student 
recruitment, saying, 
"Quality student housing 
has an impact on recruiting 
students to Clemson, along 
with many other factors. We 
do find that students that 
live on-campus for two years 
have higher retention and 
graduation rates." 
Knepfle rold university 
trustees that acceptance 
letters will go out to more 
than 11,000 high school 
seniors and transfers who 
qualify for direct admission. 
More than 2,500 letters will 
go out to those who qualify 
for the Bridge to Clemson 
partnership with Tri-County 
Technical College. 
Out of those who receive 
acceptance letters, 3,500 new 
students are expected to enroll 
onto campus, and Knepfle 
reports that there are about 
800 spots for Bridge students, 
which is on first come, first 
served basis. The program 
usually fills up by March. 
As for what these 
new students will bring to 
Clemson, Provost Jones says 
it's too soon to tell. 
"Most students who have 
received our offers are still 
making their final decisions," 
he said. "However, of those 
who have received offers 
of admission, we see the 
potential for slight increases 
in GPA, ranking within the 
high school class, SAT and 
ACT scores. We will not 
know for certain until later 
this spring." 
What is certain is that 
the increase in enrollment 
speaks well for the school, 
at least according to 
Provost Jones. 
"Our growth has been 
carefully managed to provide 
opportunity for more SC 
students to get into a premier 
state institution," he said. "To 
Clemson's credit, we have 
done this while sustaining 
a high-quality education. 
In my opm10n, these are 
excellent outcomes that will 
have positive impacts on 
the economy and future of 
our state." 
The acceptance deadline 
1s May 1 for high school 
seniors, and July 1 for 
transfer students. 
Despite Clemson's National Champwionship loss, Death Valley still shines brightly. 
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The passion that drives Bernie Sanders' campaign 
Mark Hinds 
Asst. Outlook Editor 
First and foremost, let's 
set one thing straight: I am not 
"feeling the Bern." 
Socialism just is not 
my cup of tea. I will say that 
I would rather vote for my 
neighbors chocolate lab than 
Hillary. Ifl cannot make up my 
mind between Cruz, Jeb and 
Rubio, I might.... might ... be 
so inclined as to vote for .. . ... . 
Michael Bloomberg. 
I do however give credit 
where credit is due. Bernie 
and his supporters nationwide 
have passion. 
They love Bernie. So 
much so, that when Bernie 
lost the Iowa Caucus literally 
by a coin toss, he hopped 
on a plane to Bow, New 
Hampshire, and upon arrival 
at 5 a.m. he was greeted with 
an overwhelmingly large 
crowd of those that are "feeling 
the Bern." 
I will be honest, if Cruz, 
Rubio or Jeb arrived here in 
SC at 5 a.m. after the New 
Hampshire primary, ( even if 
the airport was right down the 
street) there is no way in hell 
you would catch me out there. 
Bernie supporters however 
have different mindsets. Bernie 
himself even asked, "What is 
wrong with you people?" 
The sheer passion and 
admiration that supporters 
have for Bernie should, in my 
opinion, scare Hillary and her 
personal supreme overlord 
commonly known as Bill. 
Lets think about this, if 
you barely beat Bernie Sanders, 
a self-proclaimed socialist in 
the first caucus state, should 
not you be a little scared? 
Needless to say, she 
should also be worried about 
a possible indictment from a 
grand jury. Not to worry, Trey 
Gowdy is all over it. 
As I was watching the 
post caucus speeches from 
both Hillary and Bernie, I 
noticed something that the 
commentators also pointed 
out. The remarkably different 
manner in which these two 
candidates speak to their 
audience. Hillary just sounds 
pissed, like she is forcing this 
false sense of excitement out 
of her lips. She didn't have 
the passion and intensity that 
Bernie had. 
She sounded like your 
reaction when you get a 
birthday present that you had 
no desire to receive, "Whoo ... 
socks." or "Great, thanks for 
the toothpaste ... " 
A forced emotion that is 
in no way sincere. 
Bernie, as old as he is, 
actually had vigor and intensity 
in his tone, and his supporters 
have absorbed that same tone. 
People love his fire . 
Honestly, as I walk 
around campus, I see Bernie 
supporters everywhere. I pass 
a burton wearer or a sticker 
on a MacBook at least twice 
a day. Just the other day I saw 
a group of Bernie supporters 
on Library Bridge handing 
out pamphlets. 
Now I don't live on 
Library Bridge, but I have not 
Sanders suffered a close-call lose to Hillary Clinton in the Iowa Caucus. 
seen a single Hillary table. 
That is the thing though, 
young people get Bernie, they 
love his radically new ideas 
and they are obviously ready 
for a change from a traditional 
politician. Hillary's campaign 
does not have that sense of 
newness and fire. 
I find it humorous and 
a bit ironic that college-aged 
people love this 7 4-year-old 
man, and want him to be 
president. He has sparked a 
movement among college-aged 
people all over the country. It 
amazes me. 
But who wouldn't want 
free college tuition, and free 
healthcare or all the above? 
Have fun paying those taxes. 
This leads me to another 
topic, what I call the "new 
age Democrat." See, I come 
from a long, long line of 
Democrats. Both sets of my 
grandparents have consistently 
voted democratic for the 
past, lord knows how many 
years. I have had many a 
peaceful argument with my 
grandparents over politics, but 
they are a different kind of 
Democrat; they are moderates, 
"Reagan Democrats." 
The difference between 
"Reagan Democrats," and 
this new left wave is the lack 
of moderation. Democrats of 
old were much more moderate 
back then they are today. 
The same can be said for 
Republicans, there is almost no 
moderation on either side of 
the aisle. 
To be honest, there are 
some democratic policies I 
agree with, I just jump off the 
boat when it comes to many 
social, and foreign policy 
issues. I know it sounds like 
I am beating a dead horse, 
but if we really want to fix 
things in America, it starts 
with cooperation between 
Democrats and Republicans. 
This leads to bipartisan laws, 
which leads to positive changes. 
In my opinion if you 
want a good moderate GOP 
candidate, willing to work in a 
bipartisan way, your best bet is 
John Kasich. 
Now I know that I spend 
the majority of writing career 
bashing Democrats, but 
without Democrats this would 
be no fun. We have to have 
someone to argue with. Where 
would Bill O'Reilly or Chris 
Matthews be if we didn't have 
two separate parties to back? 
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champion war as sport and KoDY McllALEDavid Spearman 
show no reluctance to engage Website ManagerOutlook Editor 
website.thetigernews@gmail.comin war. Any leader who shows 
glee or eagerness for war should 
After winning only one not be leading any nation. I SOCIAL MEDIA 
delegate with 4.5 percent believe truly great leaders are social.thetigernews@gritail.com 
of votes at the Iowa caucus, reluctant to go to war and try 
Rand Paul announced that mightily to avoid war." DISPLAY ADS 
he would no longer be Paul has even clashed with ads.thetigernews@gmail.com 
pursuing the 20 I 6 Presidential his hawkish fellows when he MICHAEL GRIFFIN 
Advertising ManagerNomination from the Grand filibustered the nomination of 
Old Party (GOP). John Brennan as CIA director 
The withdrawal of Rand as a protest against the Obama BUSINESS 
Paul, the man Time Magazine administration's use of drone business.theti&e!news@gmail.com 
CASEY MONINGHOFFcalled "The Most Interesting strikes against terrorists. 
Business ManagerMan in Politics" in 20 I 4 left In these two arenas, there 
many libertarian voters feeling is really only one candidate 
like they have lost the last who compares favorably DISTRIBUTION 
distribution.theti//_'!_news@gmail.comcandidate in the two major to Paul. Al though the two 
JAMAR WILLIAMSparties who really represents couldn't be more different with Distribution Manager
them. With his dovish foreign regards to fiscal policy, Bernie KATE OLSON 
policy, opposition to expanded Sanders has advocated focusing Distribution Representative 
SAMANTHA GRUBBgovernment surveillance and on domestic issues. Both Distribution Representative 
advocacy for criminal justice senators oppose American JARED SCHMIDT 
reform and drug liberalization, exceptionalism and support Distribution Representative 
ANNA FOGERTYPaul was the only GOP furthering negotiations Distribution Representative 
candidate to actively court the with Iran. 
libertarian vote. Furthermore, both 
Despite the fact that of my great-grandfather, who are against illegal immigration to nonviolent felons and a candidates have supported a 
there are no other candidates came here from Germany, and and make that the core of their general shift in focus away "treatment over punishment" 
who have his particular I think that most immigrants argument view it only as a law from the pursuit of nonviolent policy with respect to drug CONTACT US 
combination of socially liberal come here seeking the and order issue. But we know criminals in favor of more laws and have openly spoken 
and fiscally conservative views, American dream. And I'm not it's much more than that. Yes, seriously pursuing dangerous against harsh punishments for MAIN OFFICE 
315 Hendrix. Student Center there are other candidates going to vilify all immigrants it is a law & order issue, but it's and violent criminals. These nonviolent crimes. 
Clemson University
who come close to libertarian with a broad brush." also a human issue. These are policies go hand-in-hand with Now that Rand Paul Phone (864) 656-2150 
ideals. Corollaries can be found The closest to this real people. These are human his support of broad reform of has dropped out of the Fax(864)656-4772 
PRINTERparticularly in the fields of position seems to be Marco beings who have children, and drug laws which would place presidential race, it has become 
Anderson Independent Mail, 
immigration, criminal justice Rubio. As one of the "Gang hopes and dreams. These are legalization in the hands of the a lot less interesting. Without Anderson, S.C. 
reform and foreign policy. of Eight", the bipartisan people that are doing what states and end what he terms a libertarian wildcard in the 
On immigration policy, group of eight senators who virtually any of us would do the "overcriminalization" of GOP's deck, the conservative 
Rand Paul favored reform to drafted the Border Security, if our children were hungry, if drugs like marijuana. establishment will have far 
The Tiger is an independent organizationfacilitate legal immigration Economic Opportunity and their countries were dangerous, In terms of foreign policy, more free reign to modulate 
comprised ofmany individuals. The opinions
while also imposing mild Immigration Modernization if they had no hope for Rand Paul is one of the most the tone of GOP debates. If c:xpttss<:d by any article may not n=rily 
penalties on current Act of 2013, Rubio seems their future." dovish candidates in the nothing else, this will hurt the tcp=it the views of!heTiger Newspaper, 
illegal immigrants. to likewise support securing In the area of criminal primaries. He has consistently entertainment value of those Clemson Uni=ity or the Boaro ofTrusrces. 
On July 26, 20 I 5, he said the borders while making justice reform, Rand Paul opposed the wars in the Middle debates. However, this is not 
letters to the Editor can be submitted to 
to FOX News, "I think that you legal immigration easier. In favored comprehensive reform East as unconstitutional. to say that Paul's policies have ediror.thetigernews@gmail.com. Letters shall 
do have to have a secure border, his address to the National including the removal of Paul said, 'Tm not a left the discourse. They've just be no longer than 400 words and will run at 
but I don't automatically think Association of Latino Elected military-grade hardware from pacifist, but I do think it become a lot harder to find. the discretion ofthe Editor in Chic£ 
that immigrants are bad people. and Appointed Officials, Sen. the hands of local police, the unacceptable not to hate war. Maybe next election, 
Each reader's first copy offieTiger is free. All 
I think the opposite. I think Rubio said, "The people who restoration of voting rights I'm dismissive of those who Rand. subsequent copies are $1.00 each. 
Rand Paul, favored by the Libertarian vote, has dropped out ofthe 2016 Presidential race. 
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Tigers land big recruits going 
into the 2016 season 
Cole Little top-rated recruit, defensive in the recruiting realm. 
tackle Rashan Gary, snubbed Signing commits fromContributor 
the Tigers for the Michigan 10 different states, the 20 I6 
The Clemson Tigers Wolverines, Clemson's recruiting class is the most 
football team was a major recruiting class is definitely one diverse that the Tigers have 
player on National Signing worth bragging about. been able to claim in quite 
Day last Wednesday, garnering Along with Smith, some time. Cornerback Brian 
the eighth best recruiting incoming linebacker Tre Lamar Dawkins, Jr., son of Clemson 
class in the country according should help bolster the Tigers' legend Brian Dawkins, Sr., is 
to ESPN. Already boasting front seven next season, and the first Clemson commit from 
stellar early commits, such Feaster will be a valuable the state of Colorado. 
as defensive tackle Dexter backup to Wayne Gallman at Discussing the 
Lawrence and running back running back. significance of having recruits 
Tavien Feaster, Clemson gained Immediate impact can from various states across the 
a commitment from highly­ be expected from several country, Coach Swinney told 
touted cornerback Trayvon signees, which should only the media, "That speaks to the 
Mullen on Signing Day. elevate Clemson's national strength of our brand and that 
All in all, Clemson landed championship aspirations. people want to see Clemson." 
23 commitments for the Speaking on the Signing Of course, the recent National 
upcoming season, including Day success, Coach Swinney Championship appearance 
four USA Today All-Americans humbly told reporters, "It's real helped in that regard, as well. 
(Feaster, Lawrence, Mullen simple. We got better today. Even though the Florida 
and linebacker Shaq Smith), That's what we are always trying State Seminoles earned the top 
the most ever for a Clemson to do as a program, continue spot in ESPN's recruiting class 
recruiting class. to improve and continue to rankings, Clemson did just 
In fact, since taking over get better." enough to solidify its role as the 
as full time head coach seven While Swinney deserves ACC favorite entering the 2016 
years ago, Dabo Swinney has a fair share of praise for season. Swinney and his staff 
landed 12 such recruits. This Clemson's continued success should be proud of pulling off 
is remarkable considering the along the recruiting trail in yet another successful signing 
Tigers only sported seven USA recent years, assistants Jeff Scott period. Now, their'sights can be ·., 
Today All-Americans from and Brent Venables should set on spring practice, which, 
1990 to 2008. receive commendations too, as believe it or not, is right around 
Even though the nation's they have worked marvelously the corner. 
Landry Nnoko (35) had 17 points, 12 rebounds and 8 blocks against Virginia Tech. 
points per game 
free throw percentage 
rebounds per game 
~• Steals per game 
~=, turnovers per game 
blocks per game 
avg. game attendance 
Head Coach Dabo Swinney has signed 12 USA Today All-Americans while at Clemson. 
+ 
SIGNED 23 PLAYERS FROM 10 DIFFERENT STATES 
SIGNED 4USA TODAY ALL-AMERICANS 
6OF THE SIGNEES WERE RANEKD IN THE TOP 150 BY ESPN 
..,.' :,. ~' :; ,1 ~ ~' ;1 • ►·.~;., ·,.- ·, ".:; 
CLEMSON RANKED OVERALL RECRUITING CLASS BY ESPN 
Information compled from Clemson Athletic Department 
Zachary Clark 
Contributor 
The Oemson Tigers men's 
basketball team suffered a tough 
loss on the road against Virginia 
Tech, losing by a final score of 60 
to 57. After trailing by as much as 
12, the Tigers were able to claw 
and fight back to get the game 
within one point. 
Zich LeDay led the Hokies 
in scoring with 19 points, 12 
rebounds and shot an outstanding 
90 percent from the free 
throw line. 
LeDay sealed the victory 
for Vrrginia Tech with a flurry 
of clutch free throws in the final 
seconds of the ballgame. LeDay 
spoke afi:er the game on his success 
at the free throw line, saying, "I 
shoot in Cassell [Coliseum] every 
day. I leave making 10 free throws 
in a row. I didn't make my last 
one, but I'm glad I made nine [ out 
of!0 shots against theTigers]. I'm 
glad those free throws made a big 
difference in the game at the end." 
For the Tigers, center Landry 
Nnoko nearly had a triple-double 
finishing with 17 points, 12 
rebounds and eight blocks. Jordan 
Roper finished with I6 points 
and eight rebounds, while Donte 
Grantham added 11 points, five 
rebounds and was a perfect six-for­
six from the free throw line. 
Jaron Blossomgame started 
off hot with six points in the first 
half afi:er knocking down two 
three pointers but he struggled to 
get things going in the second half, 
finishing with eight points and 
five rebounds. 
Vrrginia Tech ended the 
first half in a strong fashion on 
a 5-0 run to cut the lead to just 
two going into halfi:ime in large 
part due to both LeDay and Seth 
Allen, who scored five of his 10 
points in the first ha!£ 
Throughout the course of 
the game, Virginia Tech's bench 
was clearly better than Clernsons. 
The Hokies bench outscored the 
Tigers 32-0. 
Along with LeDay, Jalen 
Hudson also came off of the 
bench fur the Hokies and made an 
impact, finishing with 13 points 
and two rebounds. 
Clemson Head Coach Brad 
Brownell spoke to the media afi:er 
the game saying, "LeDay played 
well fur them, especially that 
hustle play. Hudson played really 
well off the bench." 
For Clemson to bounce 
back from the tough loss on 
Saturday, they will definitely need 
some type of production from 
their bench players. They have to 
furce tough shots on the defensive 
end and make free throws. 
The Hokies will be in action 
on Feb. 9 on the road against 
No. 9 Vrrginia Cavaliers. 
The Tigers will be in action 
in Greenville on Feb. 8 against a 
Notre Dame team that is coming 
offofan upset victory over the No. 
2 team in the country: the North 
Carolina Tar Heels. 
- -
Sophomore guard Gabe DeVoe (IO) prepares to take a shot at a home game. 
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FIRST BASEBALL 
FAN F.EST A HIT 
Trevor Andresen 
Columnist 
It was a picture perfect 
February day for Clemson's 
first baseball fan fest. With 
50-degree weather and the 
sun shining, there was a large 
turnout at Doug Kingsmore 
Stadium, as a few thousand 
fans came out to have a good 
time and get a sneak peak at 
the 2016 Tigers squad. 
Freshman left-hander 
Jake Higginbotham got the 
start for the Orange team in 
the intrasquad scrimmage, 
throwing three innings and 
only allowing one run. There 
was plenty of offense to be 
had, with players up and 
down the lineup contributing. 
Redshirt freshman · 
outfielder K.J . Bryant was 
very impressive, collecting 
four hits. Graduate outfielder 
Mike Triller also came through 
in the clutch, driving in three 
runs. Adding a little thump of 
their own, sophomore catcher 
Chris Williams and junior 
infielder Weston Wilson both 
hit homeruns over the fence 
in left-centerfield. 
Freshman right-hander 
Brooks Crawford toed the 
rubber for the Purple team 
and went up against the 
stacked Orange lineup. 
Junior catcher Chris 
Okey picked up right where 
he left off in 2015, starting the 
game off with a deep homerun 
into the leftfield seats. While 
the team scattered a few more 
hits and runs throughout the 
game, they ultimately fell to 
the Orange team by a score of 
9-5. 
Virtually every fan took 
advantage of the opportunity 
to check out the new player 
facility, which was well worth 
the hype. 
With a Major League­
quality locker room, a meeting 
room overlooking the field, 
displays showcasing former 
Tigers and a customized ping­
pong table for recreational 
use before practice, 
the players are certainly in 
good hands. 
Kids flocked to the 
speed pitch to show off their 
best fastballs and imagined 
themselves scoring the game 
winning run while going 
down the inflatable slide. 
The custom Clemson baseball 
emojis were also a hit, 
maintaining a line throughout 
the day. After the scrimmage, 
fans were able to meet and get 
autographs from their favorite 
players and members of the 
coaching staff. 
Fun was had by all in 
attendance at the first ever 
Clemson baseball fan fest, 
and it left everyone anxious 
for the home opener against 
Maine at 4 p.m. on Friday, 
Feb. 19. 
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Lady Tigers lose to Syracuse 83-62 
Ashley Hodge 
Contributor 
On Thursday night the 
Clemson women's basketball 
team took on the Syracuse 
Orange, unable to come 
out on top. The Tigers 
have struggled this season, 
especially ag-ai!1st;.ACC te_ams 
(0-9), and were unable to 
turn things around at the 
Carrier Dome in New York 
against the No. 5 team in 
their conference. 
Clemson held Syracuse 
to shooting 32.6 percent in 
the first half. but that was not 
enough to stop them from 
finding scoring opportunities. 
Syracuse had 16 offensive 
rebounds and capitalized 
on Clemson's 22 turnovers. 
Even though the Tigers were 
shooting 58. 8 percent in this 
half, an impressive statistic, 
their turnovers and mistakes 
allowed the Orange to lead 
39-26 by halftime. 
The third quarter caught 
a glimpse of improvement as 
the Tigers cut the Orange's 
lead but were unable to play 
consistently through four 
quarters. The Orange used 
the last ten minutes of play 
to make five three point 
shots and expand their lead 
to 83-62. 
Head Coach Audra 
Smith ,co~n:ente,d on the 
team's loss and noted that the 
fourth quarter was where the 
game escaped them. 
"We hung in there 
through three quarters, but 
with injuries and limited 
numbers, as well as foul 
trouble, we just weren't able 
to sustain and lost it going 
into the fourth quarter," she 
said. The Lady Tigers allowed 
a season-high 33 turnovers 
in this game, which affected 
· therr,.ability to close the point 
gap between the two teams 
during the game's entirety. 
The Tigers weren't able 
to get enough shots during 
the game when they needed 
to, despite having an overall 
shooting percentage of 48 
• 
percent Thursday. 
"We shot well, but we 
didn't get enough shots," 
said Smith. 
The team had a season 
high percentage of three point 
shots, and multiple players 
contributed to the team's 
overall shooting success. 
Nelly Perry, Victoria 
Cardaci, Danielle Edwards 
and Paige Mosley each scored 
double figures; the first time 
all four had reached these 
numbers at the same time this 
season. Perry reached double 
figures for her fifteenth time 
this season and Edwards 
reached her fourth double­
double of the season against 
the Orange. 
Ultimately the Tigers 
were able to make a large 
amount of the shots they 
took, but did not take enough 
to defeat the Orange. 
The Tigers look to turn 
their season around as they 
take on Wake Forest ( 12-11) 
on Thursday, Feb. 11, back 
home in Clemson. 
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Clemson students show-off their best 
material to perform withJudah Friedlander 
Allison Tanzy, an elementary education major tries her hand at stand-up comedy. 
James Kidd of TigerPaw Productions. on him, the last comedian "I got the email about time it takes to come up with their act. 
TimeOut Editor ''Any volunteers?" standing (or in this case, Friedlander coming down good stuff." Despite all the pressure, the 
Her eyes, alongside my sitting on the ground) got during class one day and For another student that majority of the contestants 
I like to think of myself own, scanned the main floor up with a sigh and made his thought 'Oh cool, the guy preferred not to be named, came out of the room fairly 
as a pretty funny person. ofHendrix to see if any of the way to McKissick Theatre. from '30 Rock' is coming the process was a little easier opt1m1st1c. "I thought it 
Whether it be from actual three nerve-racked students "Alright, you guys totally owe down to Clemson,"' said for him. went pretty decent," said 
comedic chops, or merely waiting for their time to wow me," he quipped, opening up Sean Vallent, one of the "Honestly, I'm not really Blake Snyder. "Once you 
trying to cover for my the judges, would step up. the door to begin his act . young hopefuls of the night. the guy that comes up with get the first good laughs 
social ineptitude with a self­ "Can I wait just a little So what exactly has all "Immediately after reading jokes weeks in advance," he going, you start to ease up a 
deprecating quip and some while longer?" one asked, these jokesters so nervous? that one, I got another email told me with a nervous laugh. bit and it becomes so 
nervous laughter, I usually briefly taking a pause before Only the chance to saying that they were looking "It's much more of an much easier." 
seem to brighten up a room, pacing around the room perform in front of one for people to open for him. improv thing where I think "It went way better than 
intentionally or not. anxiously once again. "I of the ·most well-known In those few moments, I of a situation that could be I thought it would," Harvey 
Despite that, I would think I need to run through comedians in America, Judah decided to go for it. I mean, told in a funny way on the added. "I cannot speak in 
sooner die than get caught on my material one more time." Friedlander, of course! when else are you going to spot. Sure, it could be riskier public, but as soon as I 
stage doing standup comedy. 'Tm not ready to go yet, Friedlander, best known get a chance like that?" since you can't really test it started, I did really well." 
I can barely function as a but can I run this joke by you for his role in "30 Rock" As expected, signing up beforehand, but it makes The three judges, 
normal human being in a real quick?" another asked, and his generally unkempt was the easiest part. it a whole lot easier to see consisting of representatives 
smaller group of friends , flashing one of his index appearance, will be coming The real challenge for what stuff everyone likes and from U-NITES, TigerPaw 
much less a group of 30+ cards at the representative. "I down to Clemson University many of those trying out was change it on a dime." Productions and CLEMSON 
strangers staring me down. think it might be a little . . . Feb. 26 as a part of a free show coming up with enough good For the tryout, the comedic LiVE, seconded everyone's 
So, when I arrived in TOO distasteful." for anyone with a CUID. material to perform. hopefuls had to come up enthusiasm. "Everyone has 
Hendrix Student Center last Glancing at it, her And thanks to a partnership "I usually keep a with enough material to fill been hilarious so far, and 
Friday night, I truly felt the eyebrows shoot up as she between Tiger Paw notebook on me whenever up a five-minute segment, we've only gotten through 
pain of the panicked students gives him a strange look. Productions, U-NITES and I encounter or come up and provided they won, they about seven or so right now," 
practicing their material for "Okey dokey then," he says CLEMSONLiVE, more than with interesting ideas," said would have to come up with one of the judges said. 'Tm 
what was to come. with a nervous laugh, ''I'll 15 Clemson students got the Wes Harvey, am imdustrial an additional ten minutes very proud and excited of the 
"Alright, looks like we have keep that one for later." chance to try out last Friday engineering major. worth, which certainly didn't sheer talent that our fellow 
a no show," said one of the And with that, there was in Hendrix to be the opening "However, it didn't hit me help the nerves of those students have brought to 
representatives on the behalf one. With everyone's eyes act for the comedian. until yesterday how much waiting in line to perform us today." 
Is ''The ChoiceJJ the right choice 
for your 1novie date? 
Myra Hutto popcorn and, for an In the beginning go thousands of miles 
Asst. TimeOut Editor extra precaution, I wore of the movie, Gabby to keep the hope oflove 
waterproof mascara Holland has a longtime alive. In life what else do 
How far would and a hat to hide the boyfriend, but Travis we have than the hope 
you go to keep the hope puffy eyes I would is persistent. of finding someone 
of love alive? have coming out into Nicholas Sparks who understands us to 
Nicholas Sparks seeks broad daylight . writes on his inspiration spend our lives with. 
to answer. An artist However, I was for "The Choice" It's a journey to find 
with words, Sparks pleasantly surprised and and says, "Again, as the one. The person 
knows what to say left the movie theater with all of my novels, who completes you 
to make any woman feeling hopeful for love. one of the questions and who compliments 
swoon for a fictional I am obsessed with I must first answer your good qualities 
man. I have read all Nicholas Sparks and when attempting to while respecting your 
of Sparks's books and the movie adaptation of conceive of a story is bad ones. With Travis 
have seen all of the his book "The Choice." the 'obstacle' that keeps Parker and Gabby 
movie adaptations; Travis Parker is the characters apart. Holland, what could 
he is the reason my the man each woman The obstacle created cause them to lose 
expectations are so high dreams about as a little the tension and drama hope is saddening 
when it comes to love. girl and searches for as inherent in the story; in and unimaginable. 
Nicholas Sparks's they get older. many ways, it's the glue I cannot fathom the 
book, "The Choice," He does nor know that holds the entire thought of having the 
follows the love story how good-looking story together." love of your life taken 
of Travis Parker and he is which makes In "The Notebook," away by a coma and 
Gabby Holland. him more attractive Noah's and Allie's having to decide how 
Sparks is known and appealing. If you obstacles were Allie's to move forward. 
for "The Notebook," think he is an amazing impending marriage to I'm not going to 
"The Last Song," man because of his Lon and Allie's parents' say anymore because 
"Dear John" and "The looks, then listen to hatred for the love Allie I don't want to be 
Lucky One," so to his occupation: had for Noah. the person who ruins 
think "The Choice" a veterinarian. With Travis the entire movie. 
would be anything Imagine an eye- Parker and Gabby Those people are the 
but extraordinarily catching veterinarian Holland in "The worst. 
beautiful and touching being your neighbor Choice," they have to But this is a must 
would be a mistake. and head-over-heels for overcome the serious see film. 
Most of his books you. Gabby Holland relationship Gabby With the creative 
end in heartbreak, so (who moves in next has with her longtime insight of Nicholas 
going into the movie door to him) has this, boyfriend and Gabby's Sparks and a romantic, 
theater I had everything but she doesn't realize car crash. hopeful storyline in 
I could possibly need to how truly lucky she Again to the time for Valentine's 
get through this movie was to have Travis pondering question: Day, this is the perfect 
without completely Parker's attention. how far would you go movie to watch with 
falling apart. I had Most women would to keep the hope of love your date or with 
Kleenexes galore, automatically, right? alive? I hope you would your Galentines. 
Teresa Palmer (top) and Benjamin Walker (bottom) play two star-crossed 
lovers in Nicolas Sparks' latest film. 
___ _
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Pasatieinpos 
CROSSWORD 
Across 
I-Performs; 
5- In the buff, 
10-Apprehends; 
14-LinebackerJunior; 
I5- Unified; 
16-Eanh Day subj.; 
17-Abducting; 
19- Rawr name; 
20- List ofcandidates; 
21- Ear ornament; 
23- Peer Gym's mother; 
25- Is wearing; 
26- Family group; 
29-Noisy; 
31- Inventor Nikola; 
35- Help, resource; 
36- Thick slice; 
37- Christian festival; 
38- Ceremonial staff 
of a bishop; 
40- Exterior; 
41-Occur; 
42- Maire weary; 
43-Links org.; 
44- Aromatic compound; 
45- _Alto; 
46-Dates; 
47- Running wild; 
49- Warmed the bench; 
51-Professional hunting 
guide; 
54- Division of the United 
Kingdom; 
58- _ but known...; 
59- Pure; 
63- Actor Ken; 
64- Rock; 10- Proximity; 
65- Hydroxyl compound; 11- Play opener; 
66- Designer Cassini; 12- Brought into the world; 
67- Hilton competitor; 13- Smelting waste; 
68- Capital ofYemen; 18- Loser to DDE; 
Down 22- Take turns; 
1- Questions; 24- Actress Barkin; 
2- Slather plaster on the upper 25- Wheel center; 
surface of a room; 26- Hiding place; 
3- I did it!; 27- Turkish money; 
4- Darkening of the skin by 28- Take as one's own; 
sunlight; 30- Lever for rowing; 
5- Forty winks; 32- Michael ofRE.M.; 
6- Egyptian cobra; 33- Flat shelf; 
7- Pond fish; 34- Neighborhoods; 
8- Group of nine; 36- Mountain range; 
9- Impressionist Edgar; 37- Continental cash; 
SUDOKU SkillLeveI : ♦♦♦ ◊◊◊ 
8 5 1 9 6 
7 6 9 1 
1 6 3 
5 
1 4 6 
2 9 7 4 8 
4 5 7 
5 8 1 
. - , .7 8 2 
~--Cookin~ Bri_oke: Sloppy Joes 
39- Talking; 
40 - Black gold!; 
42-Rata__; 
45- Having a sharp tip; 
46- Gazes fixedly; 
48- Whiskey type; 
50- Feeling ofbeing 
overwhelmed; 
51- Drive away; 
52- Auditorium; 
53- Romeo's last words; 
55- Turner of"Peyton Place"; 
56- School founded in 1440; 
57- Actress Ward; 
60- Get thee_ nunnery; 
61- Tolkien tree creature; 
62- Manhattan museum, familiarly; 
HOROSCOPES: Food Love Edition 
PISCES 
\. ' ~Feb. 20 - March 20 
__,,,ARIES 
" March 21 -April 20 
~TAURUS 
· "((.'~~ April 21 - May 20 
~ GEMINI 
~ May 21 - June 21 
/'iIt"' LEO July 23-Aug. 23 
r., "" 
1.=-Sept. 22 
nit LmRA'-\7\ Sept. 23 - Oct. 23 
~ SAGITTARIUScf-~ Nov. 22 - Dec. 21 
C CAPRICORN 
~ Dec.22-Jan. 19 
Don't go bacon my heart. 
You donut know how much I like 
you. 
Wc'd make quite a pear. 
Will you date me? 
You're grape! 
Lettuce grow old together. 
I only have fries for you. 
Take another little pi= my heart. 
An apple a day won't keep me 
away. 
Let's give them something co taco 
'bout. 
You're my jam. 
Let's be frank, you have nice buns. 
Horoscopes by: Myra Hutto/ Asst. Timeout Editor 
INGREDIENTS: 
4-6 buns or rolls 
1 lb. ground beef 
1 onion, chopped 
1 Tbsp tomato paste 
1/ 4 cup ketchup 
1/3 cup BBQ.sauce 
2 Tbsp Worcestershire sauce 
2 Tbsp s<ry sauce 
black pepper 
Dave Gray// Flickr 
_ 
INSTRUCTIONS: 
Brown beef and onion. Drain grease. 
Add remaining ingredients. Simmerfor 
3 0 minute~ stirring occasionally. 
Pile up high on a bun. 
EnJ·oy! 
Recipe from StudentRecipes.com -
I
2016CUSG 
PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE 
The candidates? 
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Joey Wilson & Nicki Seidman Emily Blackshire & Hunter Burgess 
When: Wednesday, Feb. 17 
at 7:30 p.Ill. 
Where: To be announced 
How can you get involved? 
Tweet your questions using 
#CUSGPREZJ6 
to @thetigerCU. 
Your question may be asked 
during the debate! 
Look to The Tiger for 
future updates. 
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